Translating artificial intelligence into clinical practice
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With increasing reports of breakthroughs of artificial intelligence (AI) in medicine in recent years, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) permitted marketing of the first medical AI-based device to screen and monitor diabetic retinopathy in April 2018 (1), indicating an expected near boom of clinical use of AI in health care. However, the appropriate application pattern still requires further exploration regarding how to apply AI in real-world clinical practice to translate this exciting technological advance into meaningful clinical impacts.

For this breakthrough technology, it is necessary to rationally recognize the advantages and insufficiencies of present medical AI. Because the reported outperformance of AI mainly came from laboratories with high-quality and well-structured data (2), the initial real-world application of AI is recommended for solving well-defined problems and must be performed under strict quality control for safety. Furthermore, the high efficiency and stability of computer-driven AI are especially suitable for large-scale screenings for diseases with characteristic morphological changes, with a relatively low risk of medical accidents and a substantial value of easing the contradiction between the overwhelming need for healthcare and the limited medical resources in China. To maximize the effects of AI in health care under safety protocols, a practical application pattern to alleviate the medical supply and need contradiction (AMSNC) is proposed. In the AMSNC pattern, a network connecting thousands of mobile terminals and dozens of primary hospitals to one tertiary hospital forms a basic AI alliance. The primary hospitals are equipped with AI techniques and are responsible for the primary diagnosis of common diseases and large-scale disease screening from mobile terminals or disease screening sites; while the tertiary hospital is set as a referral and quality control center.

Cataracts are the leading cause of visual impairment worldwide (3) and show characteristic morphological changes (lens opacity) and a relatively low risk of medical accidents, which is well suitable for the exploration of translating AI technique into real-world clinical practice. An ophthalmic management AI platform connected to 65 community hospitals has been established at the Zhongshan ophthalmic center (ZOC) (4), a representative ophthalmic tertiary hospital in China, aiming at improving the eye care capability of primary hospitals and alleviating the workload of doctors in tertiary hospitals. This high-quality medical resource also extends to families for home monitoring, in that residents can obtain authoritative medical opinions at home by uploading their ocular photos to the cloud platform using smartphones. Patients with an uncertain diagnosis or those requiring further treatments will be referred to the specifically established ophthalmic AI clinic in the ZOC (the first ophthalmic AI clinic in China) for final diagnosis and further treatment. Up till now, nearly 40,000 ocular images were received from the mobile terminals and community hospitals, and more than 1,000 referable cataractous patients were identified (5).

Although the exploration of the most appropriate application pattern of AI in ophthalmic health care has been taken in China, a set of optimal mechanisms for AI in clinical use, including the ethical and legal frameworks for data sharing, clinical responsibility, and multi-department collaboration, still require further improvement for a wider range of applications.
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